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Final Meeting
It was our last meeting, and as well a nice moment in the city of Tubingen.
First of all, we were all very happy to have finished our guideline, which now is in English. After
almost two year of partnership, this is as well partners meeting themselves, but as well, colleagues
and friends.
This process to learn from each other and to work well together is still good. We al realized that ones
we are ready to work properly together, the project is finished; this is great but as well a pity.
During this meeting, we have checked what is still to be done. A course to organize, some
information to send my organization to communicate about the project threw ITG extranet.
Instead of speaking a lot about IBP, here are some pictures about the different place we've been to.
Workshop, exchanges about franchising, meeting a Greek woman who have just created its own
company (travel agency). This was ones more a very fruitful meeting and the new coordination team
was very good.

Working with people from 7 organisations has been a real pleasure and once more a real thank to all
of you for your curiousity, your commitment and your willingness to learn from eachothers.
Immigrant business plan is finished in a way, but I am as well very happy, to have new questions, new
ideas about new project I could develop at national or transnational level. What is still to be done to
help migrants to create their own business or activity, so many things, but this should be an onother
adventure… and I am willing to work again in that direction.

Those projects are quite good to start working with new organization; I wish some of the call for
proposals we have all worked for will be financed.
It is not only during the meetings we are really learning from each others… intercultural activities
were as well very important … to understand our differences, eating at 6.00 Pm or 10.00 Pm for
instance.
What else, so many things still to be discovered or to be done. I really hope to start a new project
soon…

A special thanks to Anerose from Team-Training who passed away last year, you are still in my
though and hurt. I have been really so happy to meet you.
Herzlichen Dank Annerose…

